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Be"Discovery 02 the I'usaous Honeyeater on the Mount
Mary-Sedan Plains, S.A.

By E. F. BO~HM, Sutherlands, S.A.

the first specimen of the Fuscous Honey- don (ibid., XV, p. 29; 1939), and Mr. H. E.
eater (Meliphaga [usca Gould 1837) to be A. Jarman (ibid., XV, p. 103; 1940) reported
taken in South Australia was secured in bill what was possibly this species from Wilpena,
mallee (Eucalyptus) scrub, near the old Flinders Ranges.
closed hotel, at Annadale, Hd, of Anna, ~e- On February 2, 1942, I saw three Fuscous
tween Truro and Blanchetown. It was a Honeyeaters feeding in a tall flowering Sugar
female, and was collected by Dr. J. B. Cleland Gum (E. cladoca[;yx) at the homestead, sec-
(S.A. Orn., VIII, p. 5; 1924); it is now lin tion 247, Rd. of Neales, east of Sutherlands,
the Mathews Collection in the Americkn and one, a sub-adult male, was secured. The
Museum of Natural History, New York.· skin was subsequently labelled "Meliphaga

Often the term "Murray Flats" is used for fusca" and deposited in the South Australian
the gently undulating, mallee-clad plains be- Museum in the hope that some ornithologist
tween the Murray River and the eastern scarp in the metropolis could confirm my identifi-
of the Mount LoftyRanges; but, to my miI'td, cation by comparison 'of the specimen with
it is misleading and I prefer. the term "Mount other skins. Unfortunately, this has not been
Mary-Sedan-Monarto Plains" employed :by possible under existing conditions. By cour-
Dr. Charles Fenner in his book "South Aus- tesy of the authorities of the Public Library,
tralia: A Geographical Study," 1931. Physio- Adelaide, I have recently received an. extract
graphically and ecologically these plains, of G. M. Mathews' description ("Birds of
together with a belt of typical mallee colin- Australia," XI, p. 438) of the adult female
try north of the river, and the considerable collected by Dr. Cleland. I find, to my
area of mallee to the east and south, belong delight, that Mathews' description fits my
to the peculiar geographical region distin- recollections of the Sutherlands skin so well
guished as the Murray Mallee, Confusion is that there can be no possible further doubt
sometimes caused in scientific publications !by about the occurrence of Fuscous Honeyeater
the restriction of the latter name to the mallee on the Mount Mary-Sedan Plains.
country east and south of the river, in ac- In the field, the birds look somewhat like
cordance with political and conventional White-plumed Honeyeaters (M. penicillatas ,
usage. but are darker and have distinctly yellow

We are concerned here only with the Mount neck-plumes, They remind 'one also of
Mary-Sedan portion of the western belt. juvenile Yellow-plumed Honeyeaters (M.
The vegetation consists predominantly': of ornata), in which the faint ventral stripes
Mallee (Eucalyptus oleosa and E. incrassa*) , can scarcely be noticed under ordinary field
False Sandalwood (Myoporum platycarpui(l.) , conditions. From the Yellow-fronted species
Sheep Bush (Geijera linearifolia), Saltbush (M. plumula) , they differ in the field by their
i Atriplex spp. and Rhagodia spp.) , and Blue- altogether more sombre coloration.
bush (Kochia sedijolio: and Cratystylis cono-
cephala). The average annual rainfall ranges
from over 9 inches in the north to nearly
12 inches in the south. One would not
expect to find the Fuscous Honeyeater in this
dry environment, and after many fruitless
efforts to re-discover the species, I had con-
eluded that Dr. Cleland's bird must have heen
taken somewhere in Eastern Australia knd
that it had been recorded from the so-called
"Murray Flats" in error. Some other orni-
thologists had previously expressed similar
doubt about. the matter (ibid., X, p. :75;
1929) .

The identification of a second South Aus
tralian specimen, obtained in the South-East,
has since been announced by ~r. H. T. <:;on-


